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1. 1~~~0DucTl07-4 
An arrangement of hyperplanes .Q/ is a finite family of @-linear subspaces 
of codimension 1 in C”, which is also called an n-arrangement. The comple- 
ment X= CH - U (H. HE .d 1 is an open &manifold. 
A presentation of the algebra of cohomology H*(X) was given by 
P. Orlik and L. Solomon [ 161. The problem concerning the homotopy 
groups of X is more difficult and in this paper we study some relations 
between the cohomology and the homotopy for the complement of the 
fiber-type arrangements. Let 17,(X. *)=r,n,(X, *)1f1Z7,(X, *)I ... 1 
f,I7,(X, *) 3 be the lo,l~r central series (LCS) of the fundamental 
group of X and the series of nilpotent Lie algebras over Q, (I7,(X, *)/ 
r,n,(X, *))@Q,j>,O, whose projective limit 2’\ is called the Mulcer LI’P 
algebra uf‘X. Note that, using Sullivan’s work, U,,. can also be obtained as 
the dual Lie algebra of the 1-nrininzal nzo&l qf X. 
On the other hand, the ldotzottl~ Lie ulgehru over Q of X, denoted y\-, 
is defined to be the space of logarithmic integrable connections along X. 
This algebra has the following presentation 9, = Lib( H,(*K Q))/l, where I 
is the image of 6: H,(X, Q) + A’ H,(X: Q ). 6 being the dual of the cup- 
product: A’ H’(X: Q) + H’( X, 02 ). Note that this presentation also works 
in the more general context of a hypersurface of CF. T. Kohno [lo] 
shows that 9: 2 YpT.. where 9;. = proj lim %,V/r,q,. 
Moreover, let U,(t) be the Poincare-Koszul series associated to a 
bigradation on the l-minimal model of X. T. Kohno [lo] shows that 
c 1((p)t”= n (1 --t’) “~-“~“=[:\(-t) 1, 
,’ 2 0 ,>--I 
where X(P) = dim Q 8,,(cgk ), (5,,(%,,.) is the pth homogeneous component of 
* The author stayed at the University of Wuhan durmg the preparation of this paper 
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the enveloping algebra of ?&, and qi(X)=rank(f,17,(X, *)/r,+ ,n,(X, *)), 
j3 0. 
Let P,\.(t) be the Poincare polynomial of X; then as a generalization of 
the classic formula of Witt [ 151, it is natural to study the varieties 
satisfying the following LCS formula: 
c X(p)p= n (1 -f’) ~~~~,‘.u)=p~.(-r)~‘. 
P20 /2 ’ 
It is a link between cohomology and homotopy which is already 
established for the class of fiber-type arrangements according to different 
methods by T. Kohno [14], and M. Falk and R. Randell [6]. 
Moreover the sequence ‘p,(s) is related to the 1 -minimal model Al of X 
and M. Falk [4] shows that the LCS formula holds when .&’ determines 
the cohomology H*(X). Such arrangements are called rational K(~c, 1). In 
short, “rational K(rc, 1) implies LCS.” Note [4] that the fiber-type 
arrangements are rational K( rr, 1). 
This paper is outlined as follows: In Section 2 we review the definitions 
and main properties of a fiber-type arrangement [6], and in Section 3, we 
examine the broken-circuit algebra of an arrangement [9, 111. Namely we 
explain the factorization property of this algebra given in [ 173 for the 
fiber-type arrangements. Moreover in [3], P. Cartier remarks that “la 
signification geomitrique de l’hypothese de ‘liberti’ reste done obscure.” 
We develop some examples which might give some insight into the 
geometric meaning of freeness. In Section 4, we state our main result. 
THEOREM 4.3.1. Let s he a modular element qf‘rarlk r(L(.aC)) - 1 and Y 
the base space qf‘a,fihration associated to x. Then the rlatural linear map: 
where A, = {cz,, . . . . CI,,~,, ), is an isomorphism of graded uector-spaces. 
As corollaries we deduce that if d is of fiber-type, the holonomy Lie 
algebra Z$ is isomorphic to @ :=, Lib(Ai), where %d,, . . . . c&n are the subsets 
of atoms of L(.crl) corresponding to a tower of fibration from X to @*, and 
also that a fiber-type arrangement satisfies the LCS property (see T. Kohno 
[ 143, and M. Falk and R. Randell [6] ). 
Finally, we extend these results to the affine arrangements. 
2. FIBER-TYPE ARRANGEMENTS 
Let us recall the definition of a fiber-type arrangement according to 
M. Falk and R. Randell [6]. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. The space X associated to an arrangement in C” is said 
to be strictl~~ linearly fibered if after a suitable linear change of coordinates 
the restriction of the projection to the first (n - 1 )-coordinates is a fiber 
bundle projection with base Y the complement of an arrangement in @‘- ’ 
and a fiber complex line with finitely many points removed. 
DEFINITION 2.2. (i) The arrangement (0 I is a fiber-type arrangement 
in C’. 
(ii) An n-arrangement .o/, /I 3 2. is said to be fiber-fJ)ppe if the comple- 
ment X is strictly linearly fibered over Y, and Y is the complement of an 
(n - I )-arrangement of fiber-type. 
Thus the complement x’ of an n-arrangement of fiber-type sits atop of a 
tower of fibrations, 
XL x,, 
I’” 1 , F.. .x, p. _ ’ x,=c*, 
with the fiber F, of pn homeomorphic to C with d, points removed. 
DEFINITION 2.3. The numbers (1 = d,, d,, . . . . d,,) are called the 
exponents of the fiber-type arrangement. Moreover I7, (X, , ) acts trivially 
on H,(F,), so C61 
P.~,(t)=P,,~,(t).P,(r) and P,.(r)=fl:I=,(l +d,r). 
Let L(d) be the collection of all intersections of elements of .a( partially 
ordered by the reverse of inclusions, so that s d ~1 means s 2 y. L(,r/) is a 
geometric lattice called the intersection lattice of .d whose @” is the mini- 
mal element. We denote r(s) as the rank of element .u E L(d) which is also 
the codimension of the intersection of all the hyperplanes containing X. We 
define r(L(&))=r(l), where 1 is the maximal element of L(JY’). Let us 
remark that the atoms of L(.d) are the hyperplanes of the arrangement. 
Denote s v y (rep. s A y) as the .join (resp. meet) of the elements s and J’ 
of L(.y’). 
DEFINITION 2.4. [20]. An element s E L( &) is called a modulur element 
iff it does not have two comparable complements. (J is said to be a comple- 
ment of x iff .‘c v ~a= I, the maximal element of L(.cy’), and s A )I= 0, the 
minimal element of L(.d)). 
DEFINITION 2.5 [21]. L( .d ) is called supersoluuhle iff there exists a 
maximal modular chain 
O<Sl<.Y2< ... <s,, ,<s,,==l 
(r(L(,d)) = n and each X, is a modular element) 
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H. Terao [23] shows that .a/ is fiber-type iff L(.c)/) is supersolvable. The 
projections are just projections on modular elements. Suppose n H, = [O i, 
the intersection is taken over all hyperplanes of .rJ, and define C, recursively 
by 
,,I 
,C, c,=cardj.uEL(.d), T(X)= 1, .x<.Y,,,~, M= I, . . . . II, 
where 0 < .Y, < . < s,, = 1 is a maximal modular chain; then by [23], we 
have (d, , . . . . cln) = [c,, . . . . c,, 1. as multisets. 
In [S], we show that the arrangements .d such that L(.o() is a super- 
solvable lattice belong to the class of the free arrangements defined as 
follows [ 19, 201. 
DEFINITION 2.6. An n-arrangement .rl is called free if D(.d) := (a germ 
H of holomorphic vector field at 0 such that 0. QE Q C’ ) is a free 
c, cfl, ,-module where Q = 0 is a reduced defining equation of .d. Then if .cJc 
is free there is a homogeneous free basis (O,, . . . . B,, ) of D(&). where 
Hi= C:=, f;,(.u)(?/i;s,) and the f;, are homogeneous polynomials of the 
same degree h,. The integers 1 = hi, . . . . b,, are called the rxponenfs of the 
free arrangement .a/. 
H. Terao shows that P,v(r)=n:i=, (1 + b,t) [25]. Thus, we have the 
equalities {b, , . . . . b,, ) = (c, , . . . . c,, ) = id, , ,,., d,, i 
DEFINITION 2.7. An arrangement .cJ factors if P, (t) factors in linear 
terms over Z[f]. 
Note that the factorization of the Poincare polynomial has little 
significance. For example. the arrangements denoted 3, factors, so that 
P,\.(t) = (1 + t)( 1 + 3t)’ but fails to have any other “interesting” properties 
(see [S] for a detailed discussion). 
FIGURE I 
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In the next section we give some explanations of the factorization 
property for fiber-type arrangements and free arrangements and we give 
some remarks on the geometric meaning of freeness. 
3. THE BROKEN-CIRCUITS 
3.1. The Broken-Circuit Algrhru 
P. Orlik and L. Solomon [ 161 give a presentation of the cohomology 
algebra H*(X) as a quotient E(X)/I(X) of the exterior algebra E(X) of the 
free module with a basis consisting of the elements eH in one-to-one corre- 
spondance with the hyperplanes H of .a! and denote uH = eH+ I(X). In 
[9, 111 we show that’ E( .V) = C(X) @ Z(X), where Z(X) is the ideal of E(X) 
generated by (7(e,, A .‘. A r,J, where codim,.(H,, n ... nHJ<p and 
?(P,, A “’ A eJ= i (-l)‘+’ e,, A .” A ;, A .’ A e+. 
,=I 
In the following we denote r,, A ... A e,p by e,, ‘. e,+ (; means deletion). 
C(X) is the submodule defined as follows: define a hnear order on the set 
of atoms of L(,d) by <. An increasing p-uple (H,, ,,., HP) of atoms of 
L(.J) is said to be x-idepetzderzt if it contains no broken-circuit. 
DEFINITION 3.1.1 [18]. A p-tuple of atoms (~3,‘ . . . . y,,) of a lattice L is 
said to be a p-broken-circuit if there exists s > max !I,, i = 1, . . . . p. such that 
(J, , . . . . J’,,, s) is a circuit, i.e., 
r(j., v  ... v  .“,, v  s) = p 
and 
r(J, v “’ v  pk v  ..’ v  jyp v  r)=r(J’, v  ... v  J‘r)=p 
for any k = 1, . . . . p. 
DEFINITION 3.1.2 [ 9, 111. Let C(X) = ep ~ o C,(X), where C,,(X) = K is 
a given commutative ring and C,(X) is the free K-module generated by the 
elements e,, ... .e,r such that the corresponding p-uple of atoms is 
X-independent. Then C(X) is isomorphic to E(X)/I( X) and H*(X) as 
K-modules and consequently we define a structure of K-algebra on C(X) 
induced from those of E( X)/Z( X) which we call the broken-circuit algebra 
’ P. Cartier presented another proof of this result at the Conference on Singularities at Iowa 
University (July 1986). 
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Note also that Orlik and Solomon [16] show that 
Px(t)=~p(X)(-ttr’li~, s E L(d). 
where p(x) = ~(0, x), ,u is the Mabius function, and Y(.Y) is the rank of .Y in 
L(A). 
3.2. The Broken-Circuit Complex 
On the other hand, following T. Brylawski [ 11, the X-independent 
p-uples define a simplical complex BC(L(131)) called the broken-circuit 
complex. 
We denote by {ej,, . . . . e,“) a p-simplex. 
PROPOSITION 3.2.1 [2]. Let x be a modular element of the lattice L(d) 
whose atoms are linearly ordered as H, < H2 < . . < H, and suppose we 
have x=Hpt, v ... v H,, and .Y # H A x for any H I$ (H,, + , , . . . . H,, 1.. 
Then s is modular iff BC(L(,&)) is the join of the complexes 
BC(Usy’))= (BC(U.d))l (cd,. ,,cpl v (BC(L(.d))I I<,~+,,...<~“,;, 
where BC(L(&))I, consists of all those simplices in BC(L(d)) which are 
contained in E. 
The join C, v C, of the two simplicial complexes C, and Cz is the 
complex with simplices {slusz, S,ECI, &EC,]. 
Then we get another proof of the following result [17]: 
PROPOSITION 3.2.2. Let .d be a fiber-t!pe arrangement and x0$ 
x, g . .s x,, he 0 maximal modular chain of L(d). Let 
B,=={HEL(.&), r(H)=l, H<.u,, H&X+,) and B,= c Ku,. 
If E 8, 
Then the K-linear map (K+B,)@ . ..@(K+B.,)+C(X) defined 6~ 
multiplication in C(X) is an isomorphism qf graded l)ector spaces. 
3.3. Free Arrangements 
In the following we say that the cohomology algebra factors if it is 
isomorphic to (K + B, ) @ @ (K + B, ) as given in Proposition 3.2.2, (see 
also [26], [27]). 
Denote BC(L(&))‘= BC(L(.d)) 1 +,,,,,,.m ,;. T. Brylawsky and J. Oxley 
[2] conjecture that if there is not a nontrivial modular element in I,(&), 
then BC(L(,d))’ does not decompose. 
Therefore if we assume this conjecture, a free arrangement which is not 
supersolvable (e.g., D, or 0:; see Ref. [lo] ) has a Poincark polynomial 
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which factors but the complex BC(L( .J ))’ does not decompose. So it seems 
reasonable to propose: 
To support this conjecture. consider the following two examples: 
( 1) Consider the arrangement J7 [.5]: Let the family of all nonsingular 
Fermat curves a.? + /I?,” + & =0 subject to cr+h+c=O. The non- 
singularity holds unless (u : h : (.) E @P’ is one of ( 1 : 0 : - I ). (0 : I : - 1 ). 
(1 : - 1 : 0) and each (X : J‘ : ;) E CP’ not lying on a singular curve is on 
exactly one nonsingular curve. Thus we have a well-defined mapping 
p: @P’- U H, + @P’ defined by p(s : J’ : z) = ((I : h : c), where the H, are 
the 3k + 1 projective lines : =O. X” = J’, .Y’ = 3’. Let J2 be the corre- 
sponding arrangement in c3 (Fig. 2). P,, (t ) = ( 1 + t )( 1 + 3t)’ and J, is free 
but not fiber-type. If we order the set of atoms of L(J,) according to the 
order of the indices of the hyperplanes, we get the following maximal 
simplices of BC’( L( J1 )): 
Let (K+kir,)@(K+C;1=, Ku~,)O(K+~~~,KU,). 
We have to consider a4uba, and a50bu,: 
J2 
H4 
/ 
/ 
H6 /’ 
‘\ H3 
H1 H2 
‘This conjecture is false BS it is shown in 1’271. However for the 
example is represented over a kite field. 
“if” part. the counter- 
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u~agu,=a,a,u,--~,u,a,. 
~(e7e5e6)=e5eo-e7e6+ele EZ(X); - 5 
then 
u5a6a7 = a2a6u7 - a2u5u,. 
Finally C(s)z(K+Ka,)O(K+Cj=, Ku,)O(K+Cp=,Ka,). 
(2) .d = :Y; with the defining equation (Fig. 1) .YJ(,u- J,)(.Y- 2~) 
(.u-311)~(.~+?.+,-).WehaveP,(t)=(l+t)(l+3t)’.Thearrangement~, 
is not ,free. Denote the ith element of the basis of C,(X), i= 1, . . . . 7, 
corresponding to the ith component of the defining equation of i!;. Then 
BC(L(.9”,)) is the complex with the following maximal simplices; 
Using the symmetries, a factorization of C(X) could have only one of the 
following forms: 
(K+Ku,lO(K+~ Ka;)@(K+FKa,), I= 12,3,4j, J= {5,6, 7j- 
(K+Ku,,O(K+~Ka,)@(K+;Ka,). Z=-(2,3,6). J= (4,5,7) 
iK+Ku,)O(K+~Ka,)O(K+~Ka,), Z=iI,Z3{,1={4,5.7). 
We can verify that it is impossible to decompose the elements of the base 
of C(X) as a sum of elements of one of the tensor products given above. 
3.4. Modular Elements 
A characterization of modular elements using the 2-broken-circuits of 
L(d) is given. 
Let s E L(,d). We get the disjoint union of atoms of L(&): 
cd, = {HE&‘, H$.u) and .A$= (HE&, H<.u). 
Define the linear order < on d as follows: for every HE .EJ, and K E .dy 
we assume H-g K. 
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LEMMA 3.4.1. Suppose .Y is nrotf~lu~ c?f’ rank r( L( .d)) - 1. T/ww the 
eletwnts of’ rank 2 of’ L( .d) LI re qf‘ otle f!f’ the ~follo~c~itzg ,fortm: 
-the rlrttmts qf’ L(.d,): ViFJ H,,. uAere r((V,+,, H,,) v  H) 3 3 ,fhr 
H4 IH,,.jEJ) 
---the rlrttw~ts (V, F h H,, ) v  H,*, \\~lwrr H,, E d,. H,. E .d,. utul 
rccv,., H,,) v  H,* v  H)>3,fbr H$ :Hlh. link) u iH,*i. 
Proof: The other elements of rank 2 could be only Vn H,, The element 
.Y is modular and it would have two comparable complements VIFh H,, 
and H,,, which is impossible. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.42. Let s hc utz elrttwzt cl/’ rank r( L(.d )) - 1. Th .Y is 
tmxlular if~‘the 2-broken-circ.1rit.s of’ L( .d) lyre either the of’ L(.d, ) or cdl the 
i H,, Hi 1. \~here H, md H, E .d, 
P,oc$ The only if condition follows from Lemma 3.4.1. Conversely, the 
complements of .I’, elements of rank r(L(.d)) - 1, can only be the elements 
of ‘4, which are not comparable, so x is modular. 1 
More generally, any maximal chain 0s X, 2.. .z$ .v,,+ , < 1 of L(,d) 
determines a disjoint union x/, II lt .%, of the set of atoms as follows: 
We choose a linear order < on .d such that for every HE .$ and every 
K E .$, where i < j, we assume H< K. 
C~ROI.LARY. .d is of $hrr-tj;nr $1’ tkr 2-broken-circuits of L( .d) ure ull 
the ( H,, H, 1 fbr H, utd H, helotqit~g to the slum .suh.wt <4,, k = 1. . . . . tz. 
Pro@ Note that if .X belongs to a maximal modular chain of L(d), 
then .p/, is also of fiber-type. The proof follows from Proposition 3.42. 1 
In the following we assume the above notations. 
4. THE HOI.ONOMY LIE ALGEBRA 
Let A’ be the complementary of the union of an arrangement .d of hyper- 
planes in @“. The kolonotn~~ Lie alC&m over Q I$ X ct’etloted by YI- is 
defined as the space of logarithmic integrable connections along k’. The 
algebra ??I can be constructed as the quotient Lib(H,(X: Q))iZ, where the 
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algebra Lib(H,(X; Q)) is the free Lie algebra over H,(X; Q) and I is the 
image of 6: H,( X; Q) + A’ H,(X; Q), and 6 is the dual of the cup-product 
A’ H’(X; Q) + H’(X; Q). Suppose .d = (H,j, i = 1, . . . . ~1, and [cx;)., 
i= 1 , . . . . rn, is the basis of the H, (X; Q) dual of the basis {w( 1, i = 1, . . . . IM, 
of H ‘(X; Q ), where o, is the class of (hi) ’ d log ,f; and ker .f, = H,. 
Note that Lib(H,(X; Q)) = Lib(a,, . . . . cx,,) where a, corresponds to H,. 
T. Kohno [12, 131 showed that qY is isomorphic as Lie algebra to 
Lib( H,(X; Q))p/ where J& is the homogeneous ideal generated by 
the elements [a,. r,, + ‘.. + ai,,] for any j = 1, . . . . p - 1 such that 
codim, n;= , H,, = 2 and codim,(n;=, H,,) n H3 3 for any H$ 
‘Hi,, . . . . H,,). i 
Notice that each generator of +? is determined by an element of rank two 
of L(,clc). In the following we consider yu= Lib(A)/+ where A is the dual 
of the basis 10, , . . . . o,,,~, ) of H ‘(X; Q) associated to {H,, . . . . H, rr’, ).. We 
denote A = ix, , . . . . xl,,/, ). 
4.2. The LCS Proput) 
EXAMPLES. (1) Let H, be the ith coordinate plane defined by x, = 0 in 
C”, ,..., i=l II and X= @“\U:‘= , Hi. It is easy to see that $. is reduced to 
its homogeneous component of degree 1. Let E(%‘,) be the enveloping 
algebra of $YY. We have P.y(t) = (1 + t)” and the equalities: 
1 X(p)tP= n (l-t’)m”i “.“=p,k.(-f) ‘, 
P 2 0 />I 
where &X) = II, q,(X) = 0 for any j> 1 and x(p) = dim, &Jq,). 
(2) Let X=@- [u ,,..., a,), where ~,#a,, if i#j. Then, we have 
qY= Lib(H,; Q) and P.,(r) = 1 + nt. According to the Witt formula [ 151 
we have 
1 x(p)t”= n (1 -t’)~‘P’~I’,Y’=p~(-t)~‘, 
p 2 0 iz I 
where 
x(p)=n” and cp,,- ,(W =j-’ c p(4nJd ‘, 
dl/ 
and @ is the usual Mobius function. Remark that X is the complement of 
an afftne l-arrangement as defined in 4.4. 
Using different methods, T. Kohno [12], and M. Falk and R. Randell 
[6] showed that a fiber-type arrangement satisfies the LCS property: 
1 x(p)r”= fl (1 -t’)~‘P’~I(X)=p*(-t)~I, 
pa0 is I 
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The first equality being always true [ I1 1. we focus on the following one, 
that is to say a relation between the holonomy Lie algebra and the 
cohomology algebra of X, and let us recall that a modular element of 
rank r(L(d)) - 1 gives a decomposition of the cohomology algebra of 
x [ 171. 
4.3. Decomposition qf the Holonomy Lie Algehm 
Now we can give the muin result of this paper [S]: 
THEOREM 4.3,l. Let s be a modulur element gf rut& r( L( d)) - 1 and Y 
the base space of a ,f2vatiott associated to x. Then the naturul linrur map 
cp : Lib( ‘4, ) @ 3, + ‘c, . 
where A , = i cI , , . . . . r,,A,, )., is an isomorphism qf graded rector-spuces. 
Remarks. 1. R. M. Hain [28] showed that qn is not a Lie algebras 
isomorphism. 
7 I. The following proof completes and corrects the result given in [8]. 
Notation. A, = (xl, . . . . +,, 1 and A r = i PI. ...l Bl.,,, , ‘,; i.e., every element 
of A, (resp. A,) is denoted by the letters ct (resp. 8). 
Proof: The generators of the ideal +Y defining 9,\- are of one of the two 
types 
(1) CB,,.b,, + “’ +P,,l, .i= l,...,q- 1 
(2) CT,, CY,, + “’ +r,,+j], .j= l..... p. 
The ideal ‘/I, defining %Y is generated by those of type ( 1 ) in Lib( A ,). 
1. Let us show that cp is surjective. which is equivalent to 
Lib(A,)+Lib(A,)+@=Lib(A) 
We proceed by induction on the degree. 
First, consider the degree two part: Let [u, h] E Lib,(A) (the index 2 
means the homogeneous component of degree 2) and suppose [a. h] is a 
monomial. Then either [a. h] E Libl( A, ) or [a, h] E Lib,(A , ) or a E A, and 
h E A,. In this last case 
cu, hl = cu, (11 + .’ + u,, + h] - i [a, (I,]> 
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where [u, (I, + ... + a,, + h] is a generator of t%/. Thus [a, h] E ‘2c + 
Lib( A, ). 
Henceforth, define the induction hypothesis as follows: For any p = 
7 -, . . . . II - 1, Lib,( A, ) + Lib,(A,) + s’r/, = Lib,,(A) and for any u, E Lib,( A, ), 
u,~Lib,,(A.), u+s=y. [u,,u,]~/IC!,fLib,(A,). 
Now, let there be a monomial j‘ E Lib,,(A ) such that ~2 = 
[. [u, u2] . ]a,,] . . . 1. Note that Lib,,(A ) is generated by such elements. 
Suppose J’ 4 Lib( A, ) and J’ $ Lib( A.,). J‘ = [a, z], where z E Lib,, , (A ). By 
induction, ~=u,+u,+zI, where lr,ELib(A,), lr,ELib(A,), and UP?/. 
[a, z] = [LI, u,] + [u, u.,] + [u, u]. Note that [u, zr] ~jl/. 
First Cusc. LIE A,, then [a, u,] E Lib(A,). It remains [u, rt,]. We have 
[u, u,] = [u[lc;. u;‘]] (tz > 2) 
= -[u;[u, u;]] + [u; [u, u;‘]] (Jacobi identity) 
[u, u;] E 12~ + Lib( A, ) (by induction) 
so [a,u’,]=L)+r,, where DE’)/ and l’,~Lib(Ar); L~(;‘[u,z~;]]=[z~;‘,~~]+ 
[UT, ti,]~#+Lib(A,) and similarly for [u’,[u, uy]]. 
Second CUSP. u E A,, then [u, U,]E Lib(A,). It remains [u, u,]. We 
have 
[u, u,] = [a[u;, u:‘]] (tz>2) 
= -[u:‘[a. zr;]] + [LiJu, u;]] 
[a, u:] E ‘I/ + Lib( A, ) ( by induction ) 
so [u,z~~]=z~+c,=L~+[c~,~~;~]. whereuEJ#. r,~Lib(A,); 
[z([u, u:]] = [u:, r] + [zly[L!;, r;‘]] 
C u;, P] E ‘II 
[U.:‘[L(, c;‘]] = -[c;‘[u:‘. c:;]] + [L.;[zIy, c;]] 
[U:‘. z:‘,] and [z/T, P;‘] P&S Lib(A,) ( by induction ); 
then [u’:[c’,, z:T]1~%+Lib(A,) and similarly for [u:[u, u:]]. 
Finally y E Lib( A r ) + Lib(A .) + & and cp is surjective. 
2. Let US show that cp is injective, which is equivalent to 
1% n (Lib( A, ) + Lib( A .)) = J&,, i.e., ‘M n Lib(A , ) = (0). 
We decompose the proof into several steps. 
FIBER-TYPE ARRAKGEMENTS I? 
Step 1. First, we characterize some elements of ?I. Let [fi, , j2 + + fl,] 
be a generator of ~2, and x E .4,. We have 
c~lB,?P2+ ~~‘+Bpll= i ~-II~.P~lll,l+c~~.P~lP,l~~ 
,-2 
L[1,ii.lii,l=~[~~l~~~.,+8./~~,~+I Cb>%,lBIJ 
I- 1 ,=-I 
where [a, 1, x,, + /?,I is a generator of I)/. Next 
where [x, CA xlh + 8, ] is a generator of 4’. 
Using the Jacobi identity. [[a, cr,,]/l,] = [[cx, /i,]~,,] + [~[x,,, /I,]], we 
have 
[[a, Pzlr,,l= -[Lx ‘f K;,+/l.] 2,,]+ ‘f’ CC% c(,,l~,kl 
,=I /-I 
Thus CalP,,Pz+ ... +P,>ll 
where x1, is the sum of terms which belong to I// as above and 
1, ELLS. 
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Let us show that 2, = 0. Let z := Hn H,,n H,;, where if 1. Then 
v(z)=2or 3. H,<HnH,,<zand H,<HnH,,<zimply nf=, H,=z. 
Recall that .Y is the modular element defining the partition .d = .d, n,o/,, 
HI, and H,E.~, Then there exists K~.c3, such that H,, n H,, = 
H,,nH,,nK. Suppose K${H, ,..., HP), then :=((i”=, Hj)nK and 
r(z) = 3. Moreover r<s; thus H <z <.v, which is a contradiction. There- 
fore K = H, for some I= 1, . . . . p and the set of the hyperplanes containing 
z is (H, H,, H,,, H,, for any i, j and k). 
Now, consider H n H;l,,. There exists H,, where * E j2, . . . . p }, such that 
Hn Hy,,, = Hn H;‘,,, n H,. (Notice that * # 1, otherwise v(z) = 2 and 
H < x). Then Hy,,, = H,,, i.e., a~:,, = a**. Therefore, with the generator 
also appear all the other generators [a;/,, C gT** + fl,], which correspond 
to the same rank two element of L(.&). Then XI.,,,, [n,, r;,] =O. 
Consider H n Hf;“. There exists H,, where * E { 1, . . . . p}\{i}, such that 
HnHi:=HnH,!fnH,. Then HfF=H,,, i.e., of:==.+,. 
Finally, consider H,, n H,. There exists H, q where * E (1, . . . . p) such 
that H,, n H, = H,, n H,, n H,. Then H,, = H’,k,, i.e., xl, = z’,“,. Therefore 
z:r.k.l [bf,‘, Z,kl xl = Ci.,.k c C?,, a,,]~]. Using the Jacobi identity, we 
have C, =O. 
Step 2. Let us introduce some terminology. Let q be a one-to-one 
correspondence from the set of generators of J& onto the set R u S= 
{R,, . ..) u {S, ,... i, where ~([x,,, x,, + . + z,,, + /?I) E R and 
q([plj. flI, + ... + fi,q]) E S. Denote by Q :(.: the (nonassociative) Q- 
algebra over the set C: 
where H” is the evaluation homomorphism via q ’ (i.e., H”(R,)= 
~!;(~(ir + ... +cc,~+~) such that c~([cc,,, c(,, + ... +~r,,+fi])=R,~ and the 
dot means multiplication of the algebra), Z7’ is the homomorphism such 
that H’(a . b) = [a, h]. Let H= H’ . Ii”‘, %! ” be the ideal generated by R u S, 
d,’ be the ideal generated by H”(@“). Note that II’ = ~2. 
We define the total gradation on these algebras by t-deg z = 1, 
t-deg/I= 1, t-deg R,,= 2, t-deg S,,= 2, and the partial gradation on 
cl! :4vRvSj byp-degcc=l,p-degP=O,p-degR==l,p-degS=O. 
Let E E ‘2” be a homogeneous element for the total gradation and E be 
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the lowest p-degree part of E. Then replace each R,, by a,, j and each S, 
by /I,, (j,, + + /j,(,) in order, getting the element denoted I?; of Q :,, I. 
Romrk. Let EE 4!” be a homogeneous element for the total gradation. 
Then r-deg E >/p-deg E. with equality iff E = 0. 
Step 3. We have a 
Ptyf: We proceed by induction on degrees, 
l tl= 0; then p-deg E= 0 and there is neither U, nor R,, in E. So 
n’(E:)=fl(E).=O and we can take F=E-E. 
l t-deg E = 2. This case is immediate. 
l t-degE=3. E=E,+E,, wherep-degE,=i. i=l, 2. 
Note that if E, # 0, then p-deg E = f-deg E and E = 0. 
The terms such as s( I S,, + S,,Z (resp. [j. R,, + R,,P) can be cancelled. 
Then n’(E;) = C CX,[B,~ blll + 1 [CPi,PLl. $1 + IX CB,CG B,,lll + 
C [ [cx;, [I:,,] [I;] =O. This equality to zero is due to the Jacobi identity 
[XC/~, /Y]] + [/i’[rx, p]] ~ [p[x, fl’]] =O. The left-hand side of this last 
equality corresponds in Q: ,$ Kim ,sI to x . S + /z!‘. R, + /lR,. We have 
By the result given in step 2, the right-hand side is a sum of terms such as 
[r’, [cr’, C/, cc; + /I”]] = n(x’. R?). Thus replace, in E, cx. S-t J’R, + /I. R, 
by Y’ R, and we get the result if we remark that p-deg( x’ R,) = 2. 
Now suppose p-deg i? = 2, i.e., E,=O. Then E=E=xr.R,,+C R,,-r’. 
Therefore 
fl’W:)=~ CrCa,> 8,ll +I I[ar, B/Id1 ==O. 
Then I7’(E;.)=C [%[a,, B,]] + [[r,, P,l~.l =O and 
E= C CzCC r,,, P,ll + ccc 2,,3 P,lrl =o. 
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l t-deg E > 3. E = E, + E,, 1 + . . . where p-deg E, = j, E, = 
IX, C,(a, B, R SL and 
n’(E,,) = c C:(a, Pt [a, Bl, CP> c PI) = 0. 
(a) Suppose C,’ = [A’[#, C’]] = [C’[B’, A’]] + [B’[A’, C’]], 
where the two terms of the right-hand side are not some Ci, and 
C,=A.(B-C). 
(i ) If t-deg A’ 3 2, t-deg B’ > 2, t-deg C’ 2 2, or if Ci = A . (B . C), 
where B = 2, C = /I, or B = b, C = C p’ such that [fi, C j’] is a generator 
of ‘2, then we replace A .(B.C) by C.(B.A)+ B.(C.A). 
(ii) If [B’, C’] = [rw, fi] such that C,= A. R and n(R) = 
[~,~%‘+fl] then we replace C,by (B+Ca’).(~.A)+a.(A.(B+Ca’). 
(b) Suppose C,‘+ C,‘= [A’[B’, C’]] + [C’[B’, A’]] = [B’[A’, C’]] 
is not some C;, and C,=A.(B.C), C,=C.(B.A). 
(i) Under the assumptions of (a(i)), we replace A (B C) + 
C.(B.A) by B.(A.C). 
(ii) If C,=A.R, C,=b(A.u), and IZ(C,)=[A[cc,Ccr’+/i’]], we 
can replace Ci + C, by CI. (A . (C LX’ + 6)) - (C cc’). (A . a). 
(c) Suppose C,‘= [A’[B’. C’]], C/ = [C’[A’, B’]], and CL = 
[B’[C’, A’]] so that C,‘+C,‘+C’--0, and Ci=A.(B.C), C,=C.(A.B), 
C,:= B.(C.A). 
(i) Under the assumptions of (a(i)), we cancel C, + Ci+ Ck. 
(ii) If C,=A.R, Ci=fl.(A .z), and C,=cr.(/l.A), then 
C’,+C,+C,=A.R+(~+Ccx’).(A.cc)+a~((p+Ccw’).A) 
-(Cr’).(A.a)-r.((~a’)A), 
where [a, C CI’ + 81 is a generator of 02. Z7(A . R + (/I + C IX’). (A CI) + 
LX.((P+C~‘).A))=O and we can replace C,+C,+C, by -(CCI’). 
(A.z)-cc.((Cx’).A). Then p-deg(-(Ccr’).(A.a)-cc((Ccr’).A))= 
p-deg( C, + Ci + C,) + 1, and we get the result. 1 
Step 4. Let us come back to the proof of 9 n Lib(A,) = (0). 
Suppose 0 #YE +Y n Lib(A , ). Then there exists E E JZ ” such that IT(E) =f 
and t-deg E >p-deg E. Consider the Q*-action on Q(, i and Lib(A) as 
follows: t(a)= tee and t(P)=/i’ for any tEC?*. f~Lib(A,), then t(f)= 
t’-deg’:f= Z7’(t( E’)), where E’ = I7”( E) = t p-degEg, where g = n’( EL) + x’. 
J-hen fde@ -p-d+=+ n’(f?; ) + $. 
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Let f = 0, then g’ = 0 and we get n’( EL) = 0. Now apply the Lemma till 
t-deg E =p-deg E, which implies E = 0 and ,f‘= 0. 1 
COROLLARY 1. Let .d be a fiber-t?tpe n-arrangement. Then 
!q,.z & Lib(A,) 
,-I 
Proqf: ‘9, 2 Lib(A, ) @%> according Theorem 4.3.4. where x,, r is the 
modular element of rank n - I of a modular maximal chain. Again 
applying the theorem for the subarrangement A ‘n ,, we get an X, 2 
element of rank II - 2 in L(.o/) which is modular in L(z$‘~~~,) and also in 
I,(.d). Thus, we have !Gr z Lib(A,) OZJK. R epeating this operation II times 
yields the result. 1 
COROLLARY 2. Let .d he a fiber-t?yw arrangement and .d = LI, .4 the 
partition associated to a ma.uimal modular chain of L(,d). Let ~ I‘ he the 
ideal of Lib(A) generated by all the [cc,, z,] where u, E A,. x, E A, und i#.j. 
Then +2 und c 1’ are isomorphic as graded vector-spaces. 1 
COROLLARY 3. Denote F,,(A) as the n th term of the lower central .series 
qf’ a free group F(A) over the set A. Let ..d he a ,fiber-type n-arrangement. 
Then 
(f,n,(~*)/fj+,~l(X;*))0~= & (F,(A,)/F,+,(A,))OQ. 
,=, 
Proqf. According to a result of R. M. Hain 1'7, Theorem 2.5.31, 
By Corollary 1, 
l%),/(%),+ 1 % 6 (f, Lib(A,)/T,+, Lib(A,)) 
r=, 
and Cf, LiW A 1 )/(f, + , Lib(A))=(F,(A)/F,+,(A)OQ [15], and the result 
follows. 1 
COROLLARY 4. A ,fiher-type arrangement sati$ies the LCS property. 
Proof. We must show that 
2 X(p)tP=n (I-i’) QJ “,“=Pl(-t) I. 
P>O 01 
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The left side equality is always true [ 121. Let us show 
c x(p)f”=P,y(-f) ‘. 
p2 0 
We know that P, (t) = n;=, (1 + u,t), where a, = iA,/ in the decomposition 
CITY % @YE I Lib(A,). This isomorphism involves the following one: 
A(YX)z 6 &(Lib(A,)). 
,= I 
In the example (2 ), Section 4.2, we got 
c x,(P)fp= Jj (1 -a,t)- ‘, 
where x;(p) = dim, &,,(Lib(A,)); so the result follows. 1 
Note that T. Kohno [13], and M. Falk and R. Randell [S] proved this 
last result by different methods. 
COROLLARY 5. Let I be u modular element of rank r(L(d)) - 1. Then X 
satisfies the LCS propert!! iff Y satkfies the LCS property, u,here Y is the 
base space qf a ji:hration of X associated with s. 
4.4. A,ffine Arrangements 
Let us recall some definitions given by H. Terao 124). 
DEFINITION 4.4.1. A finite family .d of aftine hyperplanes of C” is called 
an q@ze n-arrungenzent. 
Let H, be a hyperplane in CP” and identify Cn with the Zariski open 
set CP”\,H, of CP”. 
DEFINITION 4.42. .d u ( H, 1 := .&, is called a projective n-arrangement. 
Let QcC[z,, . . . . z,,+, ] be a homogeneous polynomial defining equation 
of UHE.d, H. Then there exists a (n + 1 )-arrangement .2 whose defining 
equation is Q in C”+ ‘. Denote .I’, X, , and .? as the corresponding com- 
plements. 
DEFINITION 4.4.3 [24]. (1) &, is free if .g is free. Let (d, = 1, d2, . . . . 
d,,+ I ) be the exponents of .a*; then (d,, . . . . d,,+ , ) are called the exponents 
of <d, 
(2) .r/ is free if J$, is free and they have the same set of exponents. 
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DEFINITION 4.4.4. An affine n-arrangement .o/ is said to be an ujj‘inr 
fiber-type if the (n + 1 )-arrangement .g associated to .cJ is a fiber-type such 
that H, belongs to a maximal modular chain of L(,d). 
Note that a fiber-type arrangement .d is free with exponents (rl, = 1. 
n,, . ..) cl ,,+, ), so .d is also free with exponents (cl?, . . . . (l,, + ,) and the Poin- 
cari: polynomial of .Y is P, (t) = n:‘~ 2 ( I + cl,/) [24, Theorem B]. 
Prooj: The proof of the Theorem 4.3.1. carries over. We have to remark 
that A==A,Ll...Ll A,, , Ll A,,, partition associated to a maximal modular 
chain of L(,d) where A,,= la, j and the set of generators of D is composed 
of the generators of # and the generators such as [x,,, r,, + . + r I 1, 1 
COROLLARY 1. An qffinc jibher-tJ,pr arrangcwient suti$es tk LCS 
propert?‘. m 
EXAMPLE. T. Kohno 1131 shows that the following affine arrangement 
.d defined by .YJ,(.u - T)(.Y - 1 )(J, - 1) satisfies the LCS property (Fig. 3 
without H,. ). It is an affine fiber-type arrangement whose Poincark 
polynomial is P,Y( t ) = ( 1 + 2t)( 1 + 3t). The (n + 1 )-arrangement .c? is the 
Coxeter arrangement A, (Fig. 3). Its Poincart polynomial is P, (t) = 
‘43 
/ 
FIGURE 3 
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(1 + t)(l + 2t)( 1 + 3r). A, is of fiber-type and satisfies the LCS property. It 
is easy to verify that there is a maximal modular chain containing H, The 
exponents of .$ are [ 1, 2, 3 1, and those of .cy’ are {2, 3 }. 9.Y z Lib(A ,) @ 
Lib(Az) 0 Lib(A,), where A,= (H,), A?= {Hz, H5), and A,= 
(H,, H,, H,). So we have 9,YzLib(A,)@Lib(A,). and .d satisfies the 
LCS property. 
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